SHERWOOD PARK FISH AND
GAME ASSOCIATION

NEWSLETTER
Presidents Message August 2012
The work party was aended
by
34 of the club members and
wring up this report the sun is
all work that Ken Sobkiw had
shining on a beauful early
planned was accomplished -summer day. Draws are just
great stuﬀ! It was a beauful
about due and mine are in -day and everyone who showed
may we all get the draws we
want and expect if it is our turn up had a good me and were
exceponally well fed at lunch
this year. By the me you are
and supper. Kudos to all that
reading this you will already
aended and thanks for the
know the results of the draws
great meal goes to Tassi and
and are planning for the
Elaine Xenos and their helpers
upcoming hunng season or
in the kitchen. Lets make it
bemoaning the fact that once
bigger next year -- maybe 2% of
again we didn't get drawn.
the clubs members will show
Fishing season is well
up!
underway and all our ﬁsher
Gordon Kerr, Jim Clarke,
folks will be out at the rivers,
Gaetan
Richard, and others
lakes, and trout ponds trying
have
ﬁnished
the archery range
their skill and the ﬁshes
and
trail.
If
you're
an archer and
willingness to bite. I'm
haven't
seen
the
area
you are
preparing for a trip to Haida
missing the ﬁnest archery area
Gwaii(formerly the Queen
Charloe Islands) with my wife, in the province that I am aware
of. We will be allowing the use
dogs, and friends and looking
of crossbows as well as vercal
forward to a lengthy trip of
bows so every archer will have a
salmon, halibut, and crab
place to pracce. Archery
ﬁshing and of course the best
season opens early so get out
seafood one can eat!
there and ulize the area. If
The agreement with the
Nature Conservancy of Canada you're not presently a bow
bender stop in and see the area,
should be a done deal by
it might make you decide to
publicaon as myself and Bob
extend your hunng season as
Chapman, our 1st. vice
well.
president , have signed the
Our self imposed quota of
papers and this will ensure that
3,200
members was met by late
the land the club owns will
May/
early
June and we have
remain in its natural state in
had
to
turn
away numerous
perpetuity. This protected land
applicaons
for membership.
of ours is the largest connuous
Unfortunately
a few of those
parcel in the county
were previous members who
-- something we as members
had not renewed early enough
should be very proud of.
to beat the quota and are now
Hopefully we can add to it
understandably upset. We've
someme in the future.

As I sit in my basement
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had to set this cap as the ranges
get very busy on weekends and
especially so as we approach
the fall and hunng seasons
loom on the horizon and guns
need to be sighted in. The
execuve had had complaints
about the ranges being too busy
so this was the soluon. We will
be capping our membership
numbers again next year, so as
an early reminder get your
memberships early in December
or January to avoid
disappointment.
The black powder/Edmonton
Brigade shoot was very well
aended and everyone had a
wonderful me -- watch for
pictures and descripons in this
newsleer. There's always
room for "newbies" at this
event so contact Neil Usher if
you're interested.
The trap range is running
again and Wednesday evenings
and Sunday aernoons are
generally busy with a strong
conngent of ardent
scaergunners. Now if I could
only break 25 straight! Come
out and join the fun and
pracce up for the lengthy bird
seasons we are blessed with.
Pracce might not make perfect
but it sure helps with more
birds hit to shots expended.
May your summer go as well
as you have planned it and unl
next me -- ght lines and

straight shoong!
Pat Harris
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Nature Conservancy

THE NEXT NEWSLETTER WILL BE OUT IN
NOVEMBER 2012. IF YOU WOULD LIKE AN ARTICLE
INCLUDED IN THE NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER PLEASE
HAVE IT SUBMITTED BY OCTOBER 15, 2012.
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ARCHERY

Gordon Kerr

a try. Let us know what you think of it.
2012 ARCHERY PROGRAM
TAKES A MAJOR LEAP FORWARD
For the enjoyment and safety of everyone let’s review the
When I assumed the Chair of the SPF&GA Archery Program rules of the Archery Range.
last year I really wondered how we could do all the work
needed to upgrade our facilities. Talking and planning didn’t  All members of the SPF&GA may use the Archery
get the job done.
Range.

All types of bows are welcome, i.e. primitive, long bows,
Gaetan Richard, Special Projects Chair, said he would put
recurves;
compound, crossbows or any other that shoot an
some priority on the Archery Program, but I would not have
arrow.
guessed how great it would be. Gaetan put forward a funding
 Target points are allowed on all targets. Broad-heads are
proposal to the Executive Committee, and it was approved.
banned from all targets except the one specifically designed
Our plans were in place so this was like a shovel ready proBroad-head target, with the sand pile backing.
ject. All of our clubs’ archers and would be archers owe
No shooting on the main fixed butt range is allowed except
Gaetan and Jim Clarke, Range Area Manager, a real vote of
thanks for the work they contracted and for the actual physi- from the firing line. No shooting is allowed ahead of or
behind the firing line.
cal labour which both of them did on site.
Our range area had become
badly run down. Now it is
virtually all new and expanded, perhaps to become
the best in Central Alberta.
The general range has been
expanded almost to double
its effective size, leveled
and grassed. The number of
fixed target butts has been
doubled in number and vary from one at 10 M; two at 20 M;
2 at 30 M; 2 at 40M; and one at 50 M distance. On July 7 this
year’s construction was virtually finished with the placement
of small roofs over each target to protect from sun and rain
damage. The broad-head target is now fully operational A
roll of tar paper has been placed in the upper roller casing
(after the attached photo was taken) Just roll down the tar
paper and tape or pin your target to it. You can then check
your broad-head arrow flight by shooting through the paper
into the sand behind it. Sure it will dull the broad-heads but
you can replace the blades or re-sharpen At least you will
know if they are tuned for broad-heads instead of target
points
The road in to the site has been freshly graveled. Our poor
old storage shed has been retired and replaced by a brand
new one. Archers who have not been there this year will
hardly recognize the place.
One other new feature which seems to be working well is the
15 foot (5 meter) shooting tower which is only 1.3 meters
high. This “tower” is at the west end of the range, has a
shooting lane down a steep slope with the target 15 feet (5
meters) below and 20 yards (about 18 M) horizontal distance.
We now have a safe “tower” which simulates a 5 meter tree
stand and a target at 18 meters distance. Come out and give it
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Shooting on the Archery 3D Trail, is allowed from the trail or
closer to the targets. No shooting is allowed across the trail.
As with gun ranges, the first person present becomes the
range officer on the main fixed butt range. That person, or
another if agreeable, may call the RANGE CLOSED to
allow archers to change or put up targets and to retriever arrows.
Bows are not to be taken down range but rather left at the
firing line when Range Closed has been called.
No arrows are to be knocked or placed on a cross-bow
except when the range is declared open and the shooter is
on the firing line, ready to shoot.
* All shooters under 18 years of age must be supervised by an adult member.
Remember this is our range so let’s take care of it.
Next year the plan is to further level the parking lot and
firing line area so that the line will be under a sun and
rain proof roof and the parking lot well graveled. Obviously only so much budget can be committed in any one
year.
Where should the Archery Program go from here? I
would like to see some organized shoots next year so we
all might exchange information and get to know one
another better. What kind of competitions should we
consider? Should we seek having Archery Lessons? I am
sure we can all learn something at such events. Are there
further capital developments which would improve enjoyment of the range?
May good and useful times be had ahead.

ARCHERY

Gordon Kerr
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Memberships

Richard Rothwelll, Membership Chair

August 2012 Membership Report
The membership cap set for 2012 was met in early June. Initially the cap was set at 3500, but was reassessed when memberships
approached 3000. It was reduced to 3200 in response to heavy use of the ranges, high attendance at safety sessions and the time
required to manage the membership.
Sales of range and family range memberships were stopped in early June. A limited number of memberships were provided to
P&D to be used for the purchase of restricted firearms as a thank you gesture for their support. Once these memberships are exhausted there will be no more available.
Regular, family regular and youth memberships can still be purchased. Historically these memberships constitute a very small
percent of the total membership. Upgrades of range memberships to family memberships are also available for existing members.
These memberships can be obtained by mail or email of application forms to the membership chair. Memberships for 2013 will be
available in early December of this year.
Membership Classes
Range
1660
Family Range
467
Dependents
1009
Youth
58
Regular
45
3239

Number Percent of Total
51.25%
14.42%
31.15%
1.79%
1.39%
100.0%

Table 1 shows a breakdown of the SPFGA members
by membership classes. Slightly more than half of the
membership (1660 persons) is represented by Range
Memberships (51%). Family Range memberships
include 467 individual members (14.4%). Dependents in family groups number 1009 (31%) with the
average number of persons per family membership
being 2.2 persons (1009÷467 = 2.2). Youth and Regular memberships combined number 103 (3.3%).
Use of the ranges on weekends has been heavy. Barry
Kalvin our range monitor for this year has reported
numbers of 100-150 persons on Saturdays and Sundays. Besides, checking memberships, Barry also
conducts safety sessions when he is at the ranges,
which is primarily on the weekends.
Suggestions from Barry that will make for a better
shooting experience for members and less work for
him are:
Wear you membership card so it is highly visible.
The best way to do this is to use a lanyard around
your neck to display your membership card.
Doing this means Barry does not have to ask you to
show your card. Barry has sold close to 100 lanyards at the ranges this year.
Remember to remove targets when finished shooting and discard them in trash cans.
Pick up your brass, especially on the rimfire range.
When driving vehicles to and from the ranges, clubhouse, and campground obey the speed limit which is 15 km/hr.
Consumption of alcoholic beverages at the ranges is prohibited. If you wish to celebrate and socialize after shooting, go to the
clubhouse.
Use only paper targets. Beer and pop cans and bottles and other items are not to be used as targets.
Rich Rothwell and Daryll Murri
Membership Chairs
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Memberships

Richard Rothwelll, Membership Chair

Sherwood Park Fish and Game Association Membership
Sherwood Park Fish and Game Association (SPFGA) consists of a variety of age groups, special interest
groups, target shooters, hunters, fishermen/women, bird watchers, conservationists, etc. Members can enjoy
the facilities and nature, can assist with conservation effort and can share their interests with other members.
Members can hike, camp, participate in archery, and use firearms (rifles, handguns, shotguns, black powder
guns). Youth under 18 years of age can learn how to fish in the stocked fish pond.
The Club WILL NOT tolerate any behavior that compromises the safety of our members, neighbors or
the general public. Members must adhere to general rules regarding firearms and ammunition. Range
rules are posted at shooting ranges and on the website (www.spfga.org). Members must observe
posted shooting times.
SPFGA is affiliated with the Alberta Fish and Game Association (AFGA). Part of your membership fees are
paid to AFGA. These fees provide members with insurance (while using the range and facilities), the Outdoor
Edge Magazine, discounts at various businesses, and a combined voice on matters of common interest to
government and other groups.
Membership Classifications
Regular Membership- No access to Shooting ranges.
Range Membership - Full access to all facilities including shooting ranges.
Youth Membership is open to all young people under 18 years of age.
Dependent includes a spouse/partner and their sons/daughters under 18 years of age.
Retailers do not sell Family Range or Family Regular memberships.
Note: All youth under 18 years of age must be supervised by an adult.
Family Regular Membership: one regular member, a spouse/partner and their dependent children under 18
years of age with no access to shooting ranges.
Family Range Membership: one range member, a spouse/partner and their dependent children under 18
years of age with access to shooting ranges.
Family Range Memberships and Family Regular Memberships DO NOT INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
Parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, cousins, friends and in-law
relations.
Children who live at home but are over 18 years of age Family Range or Family Regular classifications.
Other family members e.g. siblings/parents who reside with a member.
All Family Range Members and Family Regular Members must purchase their memberships as follows
through the Membership Chair or the Membership Co-Chair.
Mail a completed application with appropriate payment to the Club. Mailing address is: SPFGA, PO Box 3098,
Sherwood Park, AB T8H 3T1
-Call the Membership Chair or the Membership Co-Chair
-Email the Membership Chair at: membership@spfga.org
-At General Meetings

2012 Membership Fees are as follows:
Range
Family Range
Regular
Family Regular
Youth

$110
$150
$55
$75
$20
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M emberships

R ichard R othwell, Membership Chair

Range, Single Regular and Youth memberships ca
Milarm Co. Ltd.
10769 - 99 Street, Edmonton
Tel: 780 -424 -5281

n be purchased at the following retailers:
Sabre Sports & Cycle
52 Brentwood Boulevard, Sherwood Park
Tel: 780 -464 -3100

P & D Enterprises
10552 - 115 Street, Edmonton
Tel: 780 -420 -6419

Sherwood Park Archery Lanes
429 Sioux Road, Sherwood Park
Tel: 780 -464 -0017

Wholesale Sports – North
12610 St. Albert Trail, Edmonton
Tel: 780 -477 -3737

Alberta Field and Stream
4932 - 51 Avenue, Tofield
Tel: 780 -662 -0077

Wholesale Sports – South
2033 - 98 Street, Edmonton
Tel: 780 -461 -2001

Alberta Fish & Game Association
6924 - 104 Street, Edmonton
Tel: 780 -437 -2342

Family Range Membership

Family Range Membership

Family Range Membership

includes the Range Member,

does not include brothers,

does not include students over

the spouse/partner and their

sisters, grandparents, aunts,

18 years of age even though

children under 18 years of

uncles, nieces, nephews.

they are living at home.

age.

Range Orientation Sessions

9:00 AM Last Sunday of each month Contact Pat Harris
to

Thank You Jordan Sharpe

Advertisements are not normally carried in our newsletter. This ad is an exception, to
acknowledge the support of club member Jordan Shape and his company AAA-Signs Inc. Jordan’s company has provided SPFGA with professional designed signage at the Shooting Ranges,
Campground and at the Entrance. Jordan’s generous contributions have saved us thousands of
dollars. Thank you very much Jordan your help is very appreciated.
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Memberships

Richard Rothwell, Membership Chair

Sherwood Park Fish and Game Association
Affiliated with Alberta Fish and Game Association
PO Box 3098, Sherwood Park, AB T8H 2T1

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
 Regular

$55

Member benefits for one person without range privileges

 Family Regular

$75

Member benefits include spouse/partner, dependent children
under 18 years of age, without range privileges

 Range

$110

All privileges for one person including range privileges

 Family Range

$150

Member benefits include spouse/partner, dependent
children under 18 years of age with all privileges

 Youth

$20

Open to any young person under 18 years of age, who is
supervised by a Range Member

 NEW
 RENEWAL
 MALE
 FEMALE
BIRTH YEAR

Name
Mailing Address
Town/City
Phone

Province
(

)

Postal Code

Email
To be used only for emailing Club information such as
notices of Meetings. NO SPAM advertising will result.

PAYMENT METHOD
 CHEQUE

Please make cheques payable to Sherwood Park Fish & Game Association

 VISA

Name On Card

 MASTERCARD

Card No.

 AMEX

Expiry Date

Amount Enclosed

$ ________
Signature

NAMES AND INFORMATION ABOUT ALL DEPENDANTS LISTED
UNDER FAMILY REGULAR AND FAMILY RANGE MEMBERSHIPS
This information is essential for dependent members under Family Memberships to qualify for Club Insurance.

Name

Birth Year

Relationship
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Bottom bouncing
After chasing walleyes for over 20 years I believe bottom
bouncing has to be one of the most successful presentations for
locating and catching walleye. Trolling at a speed of about 1 to
1.5 mph you can cover a lot water both horizontally and vertically, but I have caught fish trolling up to as fast as 2.5 mph.
There are basically two styles of bouncer the “L” style and the
quick change style. I prefer the quick change style because it
allows me to change weights without having to retie, but both
work equally well.
Pulling bottom bouncers is one of the few
presentations you can
troll over rocky bottoms virtually snag
free, moving up and
down breaks from 6 ft.
down to 26 ft or deeper
L STYLE
QUICK
and back up to 6 ft.
CHANGE
without ever changing gear or speed.
There are a few variations for rigging but I
use one of three methods, pulling either spinnerbaits, floating
crankbaits, or a
single hook on a
long snell which
is a popular setup
for drifting the
river at Nipawin.
There are more
successful presentations when fish
are stacked up or
holding tight to
structure, but for
fishing large flats or locating fish, they can’t be beat.
I use the quick change style bottom bouncers on
a line slide which allows me to change snell
length or bouncer weight without having to retie
my rig.
Bouncer fishing is not really a finesse presentation in my opinion so I use baitcast reels and a
medium to medium heavy 6 /1/2 rod with a line rating of 8-17
lbs. Most of spinner rigs are tied with 12 or 14lb. fluorocarbon
line, with a main line of either 14 or 20 superline, usually fireline or power pro.
Weight size will
vary depending on
depth but at the
depths I fish in
Alberta and Saskatchewan a 1-2
oz. bouncer is
usually adequate.
I tie the majority
of rigs about 30
inches long and
then slide the
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weight up the line so that my actual spinner rig
is about 4 feet behind the bouncer, about the
same length or slightly longer when pulling
floating crankbaits and vary the single hook
setup from about 6 to 10 ft. depending on conditions.
The majority of my spinner rigs are
tied with tandem hooks, about 4 inches apart, whether I am using leeches,
minnows or
worms, but I use
Gulp worms about 80 per cent of the time.
I have tried a large variety of blade and
bead colors and sizes over the years and
have some of best success with #4-5 Holographic Colorado blades which are clipped
in on a quick change clevis, and translucent
beads. Basically all rigs are a variation of silver/black or chartreuse/orange. If the bottom is a bit weedy or the fish I see on
the sonar are riding a little high off the bottom I have other rigs

tied with floats or spin-n-glows which ride a bit higher in the
water. There are times when you will continue to get “short
hits” you can vary your trolling speed
but I have found that if you fall much
below .7 mph your blades will not spin
very well. In this case I have some rigs
tied up with smiley blades which will
spin at about .2-.3mph, this also works
well if your partner wants to pull lindy
rigs, as you can offer both presentations
at the same time.
As you can see bottom bouncers are a very versatile presentation that cover multiple depths, with different lures at different
speeds, while constantly staying in the strike zone of the elusive
walleye……..definitely a go to presentation.

GOURMET GAME
Gourmet Game.

The purpose of this section in the newsletter is to encourage our members to take advantage of the wild game they harvest and to enjoy not only the preparation required to produce a gourmet meal, but the end product that is enjoyed around
the table. Many people that I have spoken to have become discouraged by their lack of success in preparing wild game.
My intention is to provide recipes that have been tested by the writer and have proven to be a success when shared with
others. My hope is that we rekindle an enthusiasm for preparing wild game and sharing it with our friends and relatives.
Goose Breasts Wrapped in Bacon.
I have found this recipe to be a big success whenever I have shared with others. People who have never eaten wild geese
are amazed by the flavor and the inviting texture. This recipe requires the goose breasts to be marinated overnight. The
final preparation is easy, and the breasts can be placed in the refrigerator until you are ready to barbecue them or place
them in the oven. They are an excellent appetizer or can be served as a main course.
2-goose breasts, skinned and deboned.
1 inch piece of fresh ginger root-finely chopped
3 Cloves garlic-finely chopped
3 green onions-chopped
1/3 cup soy sauce
1/4 cup sherry or rice wine.
1 pound sliced bacon.
Toothpicks soaked in water
Wash the goose breasts with cold water. You can also soak these goose breasts in cold water for approximately 1/2 to 1
hour. This will assist in reducing the amount of blood
remaining in the flesh, thus reducing the game flavor of
the meat. I don't bother soaking the birds unless they are
badly shot up. Cut the individual breasts into finger
length strips, approximately the thickness of your finger.
You will have approximately 4 to 5 strips per half breast.
Wash all the breasts and place into a glass bowl.
In a separate smaller bowl, combine the ginger root, garlic, green onions, soy sauce and sherry. Mix well, then
pour this over the goose breasts that are in the glass
bowl. With your hands, mix well, cover with plastic wrap
and place in the refrigerator overnight.
Cut the bacon lengths in half; you can count the number
of lengths you will need if you remembered how many
finger breasts you placed in the bowl. Working on a cutting board, remove a goose strip, secure one and of the
bacon strip to one end of the goose strip with a toothpick, wrap the bacon around until you reach the other end, then secure with another toothpick. Place on a clean plate and continue wrapping the remainder until completed. You can place
these in the refrigerator until you are ready to cook. Reserve the remaining marinade for basting on the barbecue.
I prefer to cook these wraps on a barbecue, it is less messy and the flavor is much nicer. You can place these goose
breasts in the oven at 400° on a wire rack placed inside a catch tray that will catch the bacon fat that is released upon
cooking. You will need to rotate these goose strips, brush them with remaining marinade if you wish and cook until the
bacon has been cooked and becomes somewhat crisp. Serve warm as an appetizer or hot as a main course.
You can change the flavor presentation by adding 1/3 cup of chili sauce and 1 teaspoon of Tabasco (regular Tabasco or
chapoltie Tabasco) to the above ingredients. At times I split the recipe, adding a bit more heat to the chili sauce then letting my guests decide for themselves which they like best. If you split the recipe, make a second batch of the above marinate.
Dennis Ewanyk is an avid hunter and fisherman and an even more avid cook.
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SHERWOOD PARK FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION

(1 hour)

Meet at Big Bore

Nov 06

9:00am to 5:00pm Edmonton ERT

Overﬂow Range

Range. Contact Pat Harris
AUGUST
Aug 02 12:00pm to 5:00pm EPS Sniper Program Overﬂow Range
Aug 1, 8, 15, 22 & 29 6:00pm to
Shotgun Range. Wednesdays mid-May to late September.

Aug 07
Aug 11

Aug 12
Aug 18

Shotgun Range. Sundays mid-May to late September.
9:00am to 5:00pm Edmonton ERT Overﬂow Range
Weekend Edmonton House Brigade Black Powder midSummer Trail Clean-Up Shotgun Range, Overﬂow Range,
Handgun Range, Black Powder Trail, Clubhouse [Exclusive
Use]
10:00am to 12:00am Handgun Event-Bullseye Style compete
Fun shoot-$5.00 per event Big Bore, Pistol and Shotgun. Con
tact: Gary Chambers

Range. Contact Pat Harris
SEPTEMBER
Sep 2, 9, 16, 23 & 30 12:00pm to
Shotgun Range. Sundays mid-May to late September.
Sep 04 9:00am to 5:00pm Edmonton ERT Overﬂow Range
Sep 5, 12, 19 & 26 6:00pm to 8:00p
Shotgun Range. Wednesdays mid-May to late September.
Sept 06 7:00pm Hunter's Night Old Log Cabin, 50 Spruce Ave,
Sherwood Park
Sept 06 12:00pm to 5:00pm EPS Sniper Program Overﬂow Range
Sep 09 10:00am to 12:00am Handgun Event - Rimﬁre Fun Event
Handgun Range. Contact Gary Chambers
Chamber of Commerce (100
Ordze Avenue), Sherwood Park
Range. Contact Pat Harris
OCTOBER
Oct 02 9:00am to 5:00pm Edmonton ERT Overﬂow Range
Oct 04 12:00pm to 5:00pm EPS Sniper Program

Oct 14

Avenue), Sherwood Park
10:00am to 12:00am Handgun Event - TBA Handgun Range.
Contact Gary Chambers
Sherwood Park

hour) Meet at Big Bore Range.
Contact Pat Harris
NOVEMBER
Nov 01 WINTER SHOOTING HOURS IN EFFECT 9:00AM TO 5:00PM
Nov 01 12:00pm to 5:00pm EPS Sniper Program Overﬂow Range
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Ordze Avenue), Sherwood Park
DECEMBER
Dec 04 9:00am to 5:00pm Edmonton ERT Overﬂow Range
Dec 06 12:00pm to 5:00pm EPS Sniper Program Overﬂow Range
Sherwood Park

